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we may remove MI and regard S as the external boundary of a conductor acted on by the external mass M2. In either case the density p at P is given by the rule 4><jrp = X: where X is the normal force at P due to both M± and M2 measured positively towards the non-conductor.
2.    The quantity of electricity on S is - Jfa or + Jkfi according as S is an internal or external boundary.
3.    The potential of the electrical stratum at any point R on the side opposite to J/a is numerically equal to that of M:.    It follows that the stratum and Ml have not only the same mass, but also the same centre of gravity, (Art. 136).    Their principal axes at the centre of gravity also coincide in direction and the difference of their moments of inertia about every straight line is the same.
4 The potential of the stratum at any point R' on the same side as MI is equal to Vs — F2 where F2 is the potential of M* at R, when S is an external boundary. It follows that when S is an internal boundary, the potential at Rf is given by the same expression with its sign changed.
396. If the quantity Q of electricity which covers any given portion <r of the surface S is required we use Gauss' theorem, (Art. 106). We describe a surface closely enveloping the given portion of S both inside and out, then 4i7rQ=fFdo: Just inside the conductor S the force F is zero and all this portion of the integral may be omitted. The required quantity Q is therefore given by the above integral, where F is the normal (or resultant) force due to the given system Mlt M2 measured towards the non-conductor at the element da of the given area, and the integral extends over that area.
When the systems Mly J\L consist of isolated particles of masses ml9 ms &c. the integral can be put into a more convenient form. For any one particle m we have, as in Art. 106, Fdtr=mdw where do> is the solid angle subtended at m by da. This elementary solid angle is to be estimated as positive when a repulsive force emanating from m traverses do- outwards into the non-conducting medium. Adding up the corresponding portions for all the particles, we see that the required quantity Q of electricity is given
Image.   When an imaginary system of points, if properly placed on one side of a surface, would produce at points on the other side of that surface the same

